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Speech sounds vary continuously as a consequence of the changing configurations of the vocal tract, but the auditory system appears to be well equipped to integrate these spectro-temporally dynamic properties in our daily speech communication. On a global level, speech sounds are distinguished by the gross distribution of spectral energy (e.g., Blumstein, Isaacs, & Mertus, 1982), and by temporal envelope characteristics, such as duration and rise and fall times. On a more detailed level, they are characterized by their time-varying formant frequencies (e.g., Van Tassell, Soli, Kirby, & Widin, 1987). It is difficult to examine the perceptual importance of the various spectro-temporal properties in speech because the speech signal, in addition to being dynamic, is also highly complex by nature. As a result, it is difficult to isolate or manipulate single properties of the speech signal, especially when studying the characteristics on a detailed level. Under such conditions it is necessary to make use of such nonspeech analogs as tone and formant stimuli.

Over the past several years, several approaches have been taken to examine how complex dynamic events affect speech perception. For instance, in the field of profile analysis, detection of spectral changes in complex stimuli is usually examined by increasing the intensity of one frequency component relative to the other frequency components in a multitone complex signal (e.g., Green & Mason, 1984; Green, Mason, & Kidd, 1983; Versfeld & Houtsma, 1991). Such experiments have shown that detection improves as the number and density of the components increase, suggesting that comparisons are made across widely separated frequencies, not merely across adjacent channels.

Although both spectral and temporal cues are important for speech perception, dynamic temporal cues are more robust, and are least affected by background effects and speaker variation. Speech experiments by Drullman (1994) convincingly show that the envelope variations of the dynamic temporal envelope contain the essential information for phoneme perception. In his experiments, the original envelope is low-pass filtered, and the carrier signal is modulated according to the modified
envelope, leaving the fine structure intact. Speech experiments show that amplitude fluctuations can be limited to about 16 Hz without substantial reduction of speech intelligibility. In a much broader perspective, Greenberg (1996) explained why spectral analyses fail to account for the perceptual properties, and he presented a framework for speech perception, arguing, from both a perceptual and physiological point of view, in favor of dynamic temporal cues, in particular the low-frequency portion of the modulation spectrum.

In a series of experiments, we have examined how stimulus complexity and task load affect perception of spectro-temporal properties associated with short (20–50 ms) and rapid vocalic transitions in speech—those that carry a great deal of information about stop consonants (Fig. 2.1). The first formant (transition) specifies manner of articulation, whereas the onset or offset frequencies (also called the endpoint frequency in this study) and the direction of the second-formant transition specify place of articulation (e.g., Delattre, Liberman, & Cooper, 1955). Like any other acoustic signal, these rapid transitions undergo a psychoacoustic analysis during perception, which is limited by the sensitivity of the auditory system. However, much less is known about the dynamics of speech stimuli than about the perception of stationary vowel sounds. This is partly because of the difficulty of examining perceptual cues of sounds that consist of three covarying dimensions (frequency or extent, duration, and rate of frequency change), and partly because other physical parameters, such as amplitude and bandwidth, are difficult to control with dynamic sounds.

Following pioneering studies on the auditory basis of stop consonant perception (Schouten, 1985, 1986; Schouten & Pols, 1989), this study examines the perception of these highly dynamic spectro-temporal cues, from auditory analysis to plosive perception. The auditory basis of short and rapid vocalic transitions is examined by increasing the complexity of the stimulus (from tone sweeps to interpolated speech-based stimuli), and by varying the cognitive load of the task (from same–different classification to phoneme classification). Our approach is to examine how stimulus and task affect perceptual resolution of short and rapid vocalic transitions by creating a continuum of conditions measuring both psychoacoustic and speech-perception capabilities.

The next section of this chapter deals with the psychoacoustic capabilities of the normal hearing listeners by means of discrimination experiments that describe how sensitive normal hearing listeners are to changes in frequency, duration, and rate of frequency changes in short
and rapid transitions that vary in complexity from simple tone glides to complex formant transitions. In addition, the potential perceptual importance of some spectro-temporal properties is illustrated and discussed. The tone and formant transitions in initial and final position are short and rapid, corresponding acoustically to [b]-like and [d]-like vocalic transitions in speech. The psychoacoustic data were collected to gain (fundamental) knowledge on the limits of the auditory system to rapid spectral changes, as well as to provide (sensitivity) rules for speech synthesis-by-rule systems, and to serve as a basis for the speech perception experiments. We then discuss how speech tasks affect the perceptual resolution of different types of speech-like transitions, formant synthesis, and natural speech-based interpolated syllables. In addition, we examine whether higher order linguistic experience affects perception on a more central level under different experimental conditions. Finally, the stimulus continuum is completed by examining the spectro-temporal dynamic properties of natural speech transitions, of which the consonantal portion is successively deleted. In this section, the data pertaining to the psychoacoustic and speech experiments are integrated to determine how stimulus complexity and language background can affect perceptual processing of highly dynamic spectro-temporal properties in speech.

**DISCRIMINATION OF RAPID TONE AND FORMANT TRANSITIONS**

Difference limens (DLs) in endpoint frequency, duration, and rate of frequency change for different kinds of short (20–50 ms) and rapid tone and formant transitions were determined in same–different paired comparison tasks (van Wieringen, 1995; van Wieringen & Pols, 1994, 1995, 1998). Four types of transition signals were used:

1. **Tone glides:** These transitions were 40-ms, fixed-duration, sinusoidal tone glides, varying in endpoint frequency between 1850 Hz and 2050 Hz, and preceded or followed by a 200-ms stationary part.
2. **Isolated F1 transitions:** Subsequently, DLs in duration and frequency were determined for 20-, 30-, and 50-ms isolated F1 transitions (no stationary part) in the first-formant frequency range (550 Hz–1050 Hz).
3. **Single F2 transitions:** 20-, 30-, and 50-ms F2 transitions were preceded or followed by an 80-ms steady state.
4. **Complex F2 transitions:** These same F2 transitions could also be part of a complex signal consisting of a fixed, steady-state F1 transition, a stationary third formant, and a 20-ms voice bar. The duration of the F1 transition was the same as that of the F2 transition.

The initial (CV-like, consonant–vowel) and final (VC-like, vowel–consonant) F2 transitions were either [ba]-, [ab]-, [bu]-, and [ub]-like, or [da]-, [ad]-, [du]-, and [ud]-like (the stationary vowel-like component was 800 Hz for [u] and 1300 Hz for [a]). The complex formant transitions sounded like good prototypes of [ba], [da], and so on, whereas the single formant transitions and tone glides were perceived more like glissandos. Stylized representations of some of the stimuli are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

As a consequence of covariation of frequency extent, rate, and duration in the dynamic stimuli, three conditions were tested:

1. The endpoint frequency was varied at a fixed duration to examine how DLs in frequency vary with stimulus complexity.
2. DLs in duration of isolated transitions (with no stationary part) were determined by changing the duration of the transition in 1-ms steps over a constant frequency range (van Wieringen & Pols, 1994).
3. The perceptual importance of duration and transition rate were tested with the complex transitions by keeping the rate of frequency change constant and varying the endpoint frequency and duration of the transition (as well as the steady-state portion) to maintain a constant stimulus duration (van Wieringen & Pols, 1995).

Four normal hearing individuals (between 23 and 36 years of age) participated in the experiments. They received approximately 2 hr of practice before actual data collection began. Two individuals were paid for participating.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Dynamic Spectral Cues: Average DLs in Endpoint Frequency. Average DLs for endpoint frequency are plotted in Fig. 2.3 as a function of transition duration. The stimuli used in these experiments included fixed-duration tone glides, isolated formant transitions, and single as well as complex transitions with a steady-state component. The data are averaged over the parameters pertaining to participants, formant pattern ([a] and [u]), frequency range, and higher or lower rate of frequency change, because none of these factors proved statistically significant (see van Wieringen, 1995, for further details). Figure 2.3 illustrates three main (and statistically significant) findings for the condition in which endpoint frequency varies at a fixed duration for different stimulus types. First, discrimination improves with increasing duration for all types of transitions (see also Elliott, Hammer, & Carrell, 1991; Elliott, Hammer, Scholl, Carrell, & Wasowicz, 1989; Porter, Cullen, Collins, & Jackson, 1991). This is probably because the less the formant frequency changes spectrally, the easier it is to detect a change in (endpoint) frequency. Second, DLs increase as the stimuli become more speech-like. Perception of the varying transition is increasingly affected by surrounding acoustic information. In a tone glide only one harmonic varies in frequency, whereas in a formant transition the amplitudes of several harmonics change as the formant rises or falls in frequency. Third, final transitions are more discriminable than initial ones. This perceptual asymmetry, which has been encountered in both psychoacoustic and speech experiments, is discussed in more detail later.
Dynamic Temporal Properties: Average DLs in Duration

Short and rapid spectro-temporal changes not only signal place, but also manner of articulation. For example, a [w] is cued by transitions longer than 60 ms, and a [b] by transitions shorter than 40 ms (Miller & Liberman, 1979). We also examined auditory sensitivity to changes in transition duration, both with isolated formant transitions (van Wieringen & Pols, 1994), and with single and complex formant transitions in which the total duration remained fixed (van Wieringen & Pols, 1995, 1998). In the latter condition, the rate of frequency change remained constant and each change in transition duration was compensated for by a change in the duration of the stationary vowel part. This was also done to preclude loudness from being used as a cue.

Contrary to frequency-DLs, duration-DLs increase with increasing duration for a constant frequency range, because the time required for temporal discrimination increases as the duration of the standard increases (Creelman, 1962). Three frequency ranges in two frequency regions were examined. Transitions in the lower frequency region were similar to the first-formant transitions of voiced plosives (Liberman, Harris, Hoffman, & Griffith, 1957), and varied from 220 Hz to 550 Hz, 650 Hz, and 750 Hz. Transitions in the higher frequency region had no linguistic reference, and varied from 520 Hz to 850 Hz, 950 Hz, and 1050 Hz. Average DLs in duration were 2.7 ms, 4.5 ms, and 4.9 ms for the 20-, 30-, and 50-ms standard isolated transitions (Fig. 2.4; van Wieringen & Pols, 1994). These DLs are relatively larger than those of 50-ms stationary stimuli that were determined for the sake of comparison (see the cross symbol in Fig. 2.4). When transitions vary in transition duration, temporal as well as spectral properties are used. The shorter the transition the better the temporal resolution of the auditory system, as DLs increase with increasing transition duration. Transition duration is one of the major cues for distinguishing spectro-temporal dynamic properties in speech, and this persists throughout the different levels of processing.

FIG. 2.3. Difference limens in endpoint frequency (Hz) of tone glides, isolated formant transitions, as well as single and complex formant transitions with steady state. Difference limens in endpoint frequency of CV-like stimuli are marked by unfilled symbols, and those of VC-like stimuli are marked by filled symbols.
Discrimination of Constant-Rate Transitions

In contrast to the release burst and the vocal murmur (which are often absent in natural speech) the vocalic transitions are always present as a consequence of the changing configuration of the articulators. It was therefore anticipated that transition rate would be an important cue for the perception of vocalic speech transitions. The potential perceptual importance of transition rate as a cue for discrimination of short formant transitions was examined by determining DLs in endpoint frequency for two different rates of frequency change: 5 Hz/ms and 10 Hz/ms, for equally long transitions. Because temporal cues strongly influence discrimination of isolated formant transitions (see the discussion pertaining to the previous experiment in the preceding section), temporal sensitivity was reduced by varying both the duration of the transition and the steady-state component. DLs for the endpoint frequency of complex transitions varying at 10 Hz/ms were 51 Hz, 52 Hz for a 30-ms standard transition, and 50 Hz and 47 Hz for a 50-ms standard transition in either initial and final position, respectively (Fig. 2.5). The DLs were lower for a 50-ms standard transition with a 5 Hz/ms rate of frequency change—42 Hz and 38 Hz, in initial and final position, respectively.

Altogether, the experiments show that DLs for endpoint frequency are smaller for transitions varying in transition duration at a constant rate of frequency change (the experiment described in this section) than for those varying in transition rate at a fixed transition duration (Experiment 1). The smaller DLs in the constant-rate condition probably result from excellent temporal resolution of the auditory system. Although the total duration remained constant, discriminability can also be cued by changes in loudness if the participant listened to changes in the duration (and hence the energy) of the transition.

Our psychoacoustic experiments have also shown that transition rate is perceptually important. Decreasing the rate of frequency change from 10 Hz/ms to 5 Hz/ms for the same transition duration im-
proves discrimination, possibly because frequency perception is more accurate per unit of time for the lower rate transitions (less spectral variation). Also, when the frequency range is relatively narrow, single-formant transitions increasing in the rate of frequency change (relative to the standard transition) yield smaller DLs than those decreasing in rate of frequency change (not shown in this chapter, but cf. van Wieringen & Pols, 1995). However, as this effect of relative rate of frequency change does not occur with initial or final complex transitions (not shown in this chapter; cf. van Wieringen & Pols, 1995), we must conclude that frequency and bandwidth cues (i.e., the difference in bandwidth between the first and last frequency of the transitions) are perceptually more important than transition rate.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from our experiments are that (a) DLs in frequency increase markedly as the stimuli become dynamic and more complex (speech-like), and (b) the magnitude of the perceptual asymmetry between initial and final transitions decreases as the stimuli become less “analytical.” Moreover, basic sensitivity is comparable across a large range of frequencies—the data do not reflect nonlinearities at certain phoneme-specific regions.

Subsequent experiments by Ainsworth and Carré (1997) and Ainsworth (1999) also show that formant transitions before, between, and after vowels are less discriminable than steady-state vowels (Kewley-Port & Watson, 1994). The DLs of two-formant 50-ms transitions in Ainsworth’s (1999) study are somewhat larger than those described in this chapter, presumably because his participants were not trained prior to testing. Despite this difference in magnitude, both studies show that DLs of complex dynamic stimuli cannot be predicted from stationary sounds. This might be of importance for rules involving formant transitions in speech synthesis-by-rule systems (Klatt, 1980).

FIG. 2.5. Difference limens in endpoint frequency (Hz) of initial and final 30-ms and 50-ms complex formant transitions at a constant rate of frequency change of 5 Hz/ms and 10 Hz/ms.
In addition, Ainsworth (1999) also reported that postvocalic (final) transitions are more discriminable than prevocalic (initial) transitions. Possible factors influencing such a perceptual asymmetry are discussed in greater detail later. In the following section we discuss how perceptual resolution varies with stimulus complexity in speech tasks.

PERCEPTUAL RESOLUTION WITH SPEECH TASKS

In daily communication, acoustically different spectro-temporal realizations are perceived as the same phoneme. Likewise, short and rapid vocalic transitions provide important, and even sufficient, cues for perception of plosives (Delattre, Liberman, & Cooper, 1955). In the following series of experiments, the perceptual importance of dynamic spectro-temporal speech properties are examined under the following conditions: (a) two-alternative, forced-choice classification, (b) ABX discrimination, and (c) absolute identification. The stimuli used were single and complex formant transitions, as well as interpolated speech-based syllables. We were interested in determining which spectro-temporal properties remain salient in the perceptual continuum. We hypothesized that if speech processing were mediated by brain mechanisms specific to speech, then ABX discrimination should be at chance level for stimuli labeled as the same phoneme in the classification task, and performance should be significantly greater than chance for stimuli classified as different phonemes. Of interest is whether categorization arises from increasing complexity of the stimulus, and whether listeners make use of acoustic cues that differentiate the seven items in each continuum. In the discrimination experiments the listeners should be able to discriminate the subsequent stimuli in each continuum, because the physical step size in the stimulus continuum is slightly larger than a DL in frequency.

Listeners classified (as either [b] or [d]) and discriminated (in an ABX task) single, complex, and interpolated speech-based, seven-item continua, ranging from [ba] to [da] and from [ab] to [ad] (and [bu] to [du] and from [ub] to [ud]). The step size in the single and complex formant continua were 100 Hz and 200 Hz, respectively (see Fig. 2.3) and were based on the average DLs in frequency for 30-ms transitions.

Two formant patterns were tested, those sounding [a]-like and those sounding [u]-like. Only the 30-ms transitions were taken into account. The interpolated continua were based on natural speech samples: the original [ba], [da], [ad] and [ab] stimuli (and [u]-like ones) were segmented from CVC tokens produced by a native Dutch male speaker (f0 of about 110 Hz). Stimuli were digitized at a sample frequency of 20 kHz. All syllables were segmented to be 100 ms in duration. The stimuli were created by interpolating (van Hessen, 1992) the spectral envelope of the two natural endpoints in seven steps. The [a]-like and [u]-like continua were each discriminated in an ABX paradigm by three trained, normal hearing participants. No feedback was given during the text. Each of the four combinations per stimulus pair (ABA, ABB, BAA, BAB) was repeated 25 times, resulting in 100 observations per stimulus pair per participant. Fifteen normal hearing untrained listeners classified the single, complex, and interpolated speech-based stimuli as “b” or “d” on separate occasions. All tests were preceded by 10 test trials to familiarize the participants with the stimuli. Individuals were paid for participating.

Results Discrimination and Classification

Figure 2.6 illustrates the measured one-step ABX discrimination functions, as well as the classification functions, averaged over the three participants and two formant patterns (both of which were statistically nonsignificant factors), together with the predicted discrimination functions (Pollack & Pisoni, 1971).

The classification functions, which are based on 135 responses per stimulus, show that the seven items of the different single, complex, and interpolated speech-based continua are classified consistently as [b] or [d]. The discrimination results are plotted in terms of percentage correct as a function of one pair of stimuli (one pair is averaged over ABA, ABB, BAA, and BAB).
From a sensory point of view, listeners should be equally sensitive to acoustic differences of the single or the complex formant continua, because the step size is similar in a relative sense (being roughly one just noticeable difference, or JND). Figure 2.6 shows that the perception of initial and final transitions is, in large part, based on the spectro-temporal properties of the stimuli, and that it is not influenced by linguistic experience—discrimination is better than chance for sounds classified as the same phoneme. The less complex the stimulus, the better the different items of one stimulus continuum are differentiated (to the extent that discrimination of the single-formant transitions approaches the limits of the auditory system), whereas final transitions are more discriminable than initial ones. The more complex the stimuli, the more the responses are divided into two categories. However, there is no clear evidence of categorical perception (Liberman et al., 1957) in our study, not even with the interpolated, speech-based transitions.

Absolute Identification

To examine whether the speech data just described depend on the specific speech task, perceptual resolution was also examined in an absolute identification experiment. In this task, listeners are not given preassigned labels, but are first trained to assign a label (1–7) to each stimulus in a continuum. They have to learn the labels on the basis of their own criteria, and therefore use numbers as response labels: No information is provided about the nature of the stimuli under test. Feedback is given after each response to maintain a constant level of performance. Once again, we examined which dynamic spectro-temporal properties remain salient as the stimuli become more speech-like, and how the
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**FIG. 2.6.** Average classification and discrimination scores (both actual [solid] and predicted [dashed]), averaged over participants and formant patterns. The stimuli are indicated on the abscissa. The discrimination data apply to pairs of stimuli.
physical properties relate to the perceptual dimensions. The less salient the dynamic spectro-temporal differences between the stimuli become, the more the perceptual continuum will be divided into two (phoneme) categories.

In total, 1,890 responses (270 repetitions of 7 stimuli) were collected for each stimulus complexity during the testing session. The data collected were analyzed in terms of $d'$, a signal-detection metric for measuring the distance between adjacent stimuli (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991), as well as in terms of the number of distinguishable categories per stimulus continuum that can be determined by means of a criterion. In the case of categorical perception, $d'$ is 1.0 for those stimuli that are labeled similarly and higher than 1.0 for those labeled as different. We consider the value of 1.0 as our criterion for indistinguishable pairs of stimuli.

Results Absolute Identification

Figure 2.7 illustrates performance for the single, complex, and interpolated speech-based stimulus continua in initial (unfilled) and final (filled) position, averaged over three participants. Data are plotted in terms of $d'$ as a function of the neighboring pairs of stimuli in the continua. The better the stimuli are identified, the smaller the number of confusions and the higher the $d'$. Higher $d'$ values were found with single transitions in final position. Participants are very sensitive to the physical cues of the stimuli, as was also the case in the ABX discrimination paradigm (see Fig. 2.6). The figure shows that $d'$ drops, on average, as the stimuli become more complex, and that the difference between initial and final transitions becomes smaller with increasing stimulus complexity.

The speech experiments presented in this section illustrate different levels of processing of spectro-temporal properties in speech. The underlying resolving power of the different kinds of stimuli and the acoustic information is extracted from all sounds in a similar manner. Recall that subsequent stimuli in the different continua were selected in such a way that they are discriminable in a same–different paired comparison task. However, not all stimuli are equally discriminable or identifiable in the actual speech experiments due to, for instance, additional attentional factors. Still, at all levels of processing, listeners make use of available acoustic information. In the identification experiments, listeners probably decide on the “goodness” of the syllables relative to a prototype, or they construct an internal representation of the stimuli in a temporary (context-coding) memory buffer in which they compare incoming signals (Macmillan, Braida, & Goldberg, 1987; Macmillan, Goldberg, & Braida, 1988). The data show that the differences between the seven stimuli of a continuum are remembered best with single-formant stimuli, and that these stimuli, which are relatively easy to perceive analytically, reflect the same perceptual asymmetry as found in the psychoacoustic experiments. At a higher level of processing, listeners are required to decide on the phonetic identity of the stimulus, albeit in a forced-choice task. Our data show that listeners are capable of ignoring the physical differences to classify the stimuli into predetermined categories.

PERCEPTUAL ASYMMETRY BETWEEN CV AND VC TRANSITIONS

One of the most salient phenomena encountered in both our psychoacoustic and speech experiments is the perceptual asymmetry between initial (CV) and final (VC) transitions (cf. Collins, Cullen, Jackson & Porter, 1990; Porter et al., 1991). Final transitions are more discriminable than initial ones, especially when listeners are capable of attending selectively to varying spectro-temporal changes, as in the case of a single varying transition. The more complex the stimulus and task, the less CV-like and VC-like transitions differ perceptually, probably as a result of masking effects by additional acoustical cues, and also because the listener’s attention is divided across a greater number of cues. Such findings suggest that the perceptual asymmetry should not occur with natural vocalic transitions, the most complex of all sounds used in our con-
FIG. 2.7. Absolute identification scores plotted in terms of $d'_{\text{st}}$ for neighboring pairs of stimuli. Data are averaged over three participants and two formant patterns ([a] & [u]). Initial (unfilled circles) and final transitions (filled circles) are presented separately for the single and the complex formant transitions, and for the interpolated speech-based stimulus continua.
tinuum. However, from the literature it is difficult to draw solid conclusions with respect to a possible perceptual asymmetry between CV and VC syllables in speech. Several speech experiments have shown VC transitions to be more consonant-specific than CV ones (e.g., Ohde & Sharf, 1977; Pols, 1979; Sharf & Hemeyer, 1972), although other studies show either just the opposite (e.g., Dorman, Studdert-Kennedy, & Raphael, 1977), or even a lack of asymmetry (Pols & Schouten, 1978, 1981). It is often argued that listeners may learn to depend more on VC transitions than on other consonantal cues, because plosives are often not released in final position. In addition, VC transitions are thought to add more to plosive classification CV transitions, as they converge into the consonant, whereas CV transitions move from consonant to vowel. Evidently, the results depend strongly on the specific segmentation procedure used (e.g., tape splicing, windowing, replacing deleted portions by noise), and on whether the different kinds of stimuli were presented in random order or in separate testing blocks.

It has also been shown that language background may cause initial and final transitions to be perceived differently (e.g., Fujimura, Macchi, & Streeter, 1978). In a joint study using Japanese speech with both Dutch and Japanese listeners we also found that Dutch listeners identified unvoiced stop consonants from the Japanese VC transition significantly better than Japanese participants, although both language groups identified the plosives even better from the CV transition (Kashino, van Wieringen, & Pols, 1992). All stimuli were extracted from natural Japanese VCV utterances. As Japanese is a CV-structured language, Japanese listeners find it even more difficult to identify the plosive from the VC transition alone.

**Classification of Natural and Time-Reversed Speech Transitions**

We also examined the perceptual asymmetry between initial and final transitions with natural transitions (van Wieringen, 1995). As CV and VC transitions are not entirely symmetric in natural speech, the original transitions were also time-reversed to be able to examine perception of acoustically symmetric transitions, namely the original CV transition and the time-reversed VC transition (which sounds CV-like), and vice versa. Voiced and voiceless transitions were excised from both CVC and VCV syllables, and identified by American English and Dutch listeners. Here we will mainly concentrate on a subset of our data of the cross-linguistic experiments, namely those of the original voiced and voiceless plosives excised from CVC syllables. Contrary to the comparison of Japanese and Dutch, the American English and Dutch languages are phonotactically similar, and only differ in the temporal structure on a segmental level. As American English voiced plosives generally have no voice bar, whereas carefully articulated Dutch voiced plosives do, American English listeners may be biased toward perceiving Dutch voiceless stimuli (that are unaspirated) as voiced. Contrary to American English, Dutch has no syllable-final voiced plosives. Dutch listeners may therefore be inclined toward perceiving the final voiced segments as voiceless. Or they may identify the [g] less well than the American listeners, as the voiced correlate of the [k] does generally not occur in the Dutch language.

**Stimuli and Procedure**

The three voiceless stops—[p], [t], [k]—as well as their voiced counterparts—[b], [d], [g]—were carefully pronounced in the context of three short Dutch vowels—[a], [o], [I]—as CVC syllables by one male native speaker of Dutch (average f0 = 110 Hz). Stimuli were sampled at 20 kHz (low-pass filtered at 4.5 kHz, with a slope of 96 dB/oct, using a 12-bit resolution digital-to-analog converter), and five consonantal portions were successively deleted from equally long CV and VC syllables. The segmentation points of the voiced plosives were as follows:

1. The entire syllable.
2. Without the voice bar.
3. Without the release burst (the first transitional segment, referred to as A).
4. The second transitional segment (referred to as B).
5. The following period of the vowel.
6. The next two periods of the syllable.

The segmentation points of the unvoiced plosives were:

1. The entire syllable.
2. Without release burst (the first transitional segment, also referred to as A).
3. The second transitional segment (also referred to as B).
4. A period of the vowel.
5. Another period of the vowel.
6. The next two periods of the syllable.

Although segmentation occurred at the zero crossing, all segments, including the first (unmanipulated) one, were preceded or followed by 300 ms of low-level white noise to avoid abrupt onsets. All segments were also time-reversed. Some of the time-reversed stimuli sounded artificial because of an unnatural voice bar or release burst.

Twenty normal hearing Dutch and American English listeners classified the Dutch segments in a 6-AFC (alternative first choice) task ([b, d, g, p, t, k]) after hearing the stimuli once at a comfortable listening level in random order.

**Results: Classification of Natural and Time-Reversed Speech Transitions**

Figure 2.8 presents the percentage-correct identification scores of the voiced and unvoiced original stimuli as a function of segment number (1–6), averaged over languages. The figure shows that identification does benefit from the presence of a release burst and a voice bar, but that the transitional segments, A and B, still contain sufficient cues to identify the plosives above chance level (i.e., 33%). In general, our data show no evidence that the VC transition is more consonant-specific than the CV one. The transitional segments, A and B, are slightly (although not significantly) higher for the CV syllables in both language groups (Fig. 2.8 shows only averaged data, however). In addition, Dutch and American English listeners identify [g] equally well, despite the absence of this plosive in the Dutch language. There is no evidence that American English listeners show a systematic bias toward perceiving Dutch voiceless segments as voiced (data not shown).

The transitional parts (A and B) of the time-reversed stimuli are also equally well perceived in initial and final position (not shown). As our original segments did not show a clear perceptual asymmetry between CV and VC transitions, our time-reversed segments were not expected to show a perceptual asymmetry either. Compared to the response functions of the original sounds, those of the time-reversed ones are less consistent. Plosive identification does not always decline as the time-reversed segments become shorter, probably because of a response bias. Some participants clearly had difficulty identifying plosives from time-reversed segments, probably because segments 1 and 2 (the voice bar and release burst) sometimes sound strange when they are reversed in time. However, the data show no evidence of a systematic perceptual asymmetry, probably because initial and final transitions appear to be equally prominent for identification of plosives in our study.

**The Perceptual Asymmetry Between Initial (CV) and Final (VC) Transitions**

In conclusion, contrary to four psychoacoustic results, the global pattern of responses shows no evidence that Dutch vocalic transitions are more consonant-specific in final than in initial position. The perceptual asymmetry encountered in the psychoacoustic experiments most probably occurs at least
partly as a result of later information in the signal being remembered best, although there is also some evidence that the asymmetry already exists at an auditory level, due to instability effects at the onset of the CV-like stimulus (van Wieringen, 1995). The less complex the transition, the better the stimuli can be perceived analytically, and the more discrimination approaches the limits of auditory resolving power. This was found in both the psychoacoustic and speech experiments. From a different perspective it can also be argued that postvocalic (VC) transitions need to be more discriminable than prevocalic (CV) transitions, because the speech gesture is not completed yet in the postvocalic condition. Therefore, the direction of the transition that points toward the next target is perceptually important (Ainsworth, 1999; Carré & Ainsworth, 1996).

In contrast to tone and formant glides, natural speech transitions cannot be carefully controlled physically. Therefore, a possible perceptual asymmetry can also occur as a result of a production-based asymmetry. Acoustic analyses of different cues for consonant perception (release burst, aspiration, closure interval, etc.) showed that the perceptual advantage associated with initial consonants over final consonants is attributable to differences in production, resulting in, for instance, longer duration or higher amplitude of the initial consonant (Redford & Diehl, 1999). However, it is fairly unlikely that initial consonants would be significantly more identifiable than final ones as a result of the short and rapidly varying formant transition only. The data generated in speech experiments depend to a large degree on methodological factors, such as segmentation procedure and the presence or absence of noise (Pols & Schouten, 1978, 1981). The perceptual asymmetry between initial and final formant transitions observed in other studies does not necessarily stand in contradiction to the results of this study; rather it is not anticipated to occur in a carefully balanced laboratory experiment.

It may also be that the perceptual asymmetry is caused or enhanced by the vocalic portions preceding or following the transitions (Ohde & Sharf, 1977). Identification experiments with natural CV and VC segments, which were taken from continuous read speech, show that consonant identification benefits from the vocalic portions, especially when the consonants are in final position (van Son & Pols, 1995). Moreover, in a detailed study of acoustic cues, Smits, ten Bosch, and Collier (1996) showed that the relative perceptual importance of bursts and transitions also depends on the vowel context. In general, the release burst dominates place perception in front vowel contexts ([i]), whereas the transitions are perceptually more important in many nonfront contexts ([a], [u]).

FIG. 2.8. Percentage correct identification scores of the original voiced (left) and unvoiced (right) speech segments as a function of segment number (1–6) averaged over Dutch and American English listeners.
DISCUSSION

In speech communication, listeners fortunately need not perceive all detailed spectro-temporal differences, such as the difference in the duration and extent of frequency change. If we consider our data on a perceptual continuum, with stimuli and tasks increasing in complexity to match speech conditions, the perceptual importance of psychoacoustic cues seems to diminish steadily with increasing stimulus complexity, due to partial masking effects and attentional constraints. Evidently, different experimental tasks trigger different modes of processing, during both spectral and temporal analysis, with the auditory system dealing with many different tasks, ranging from auditory acuity to perceptual organization.

At least two interesting findings emerge from the studies dealing with the psychoacoustics of speech-like stimuli. The first (and most important one) is that the perception of complex dynamic stimuli cannot be predicted from simple (or complex) stationary signals. DLs in frequency of stationary sinusoids (of 40 dB SPL) are about 1 Hz at 200 Hz, 2 Hz at 1000 Hz and 11 to 15 Hz at 4000 Hz (Wier, Jesteadt, & Green, 1977). DLs of more complex stationary vowel-like signals are on the order of 3 to 5% of the formant frequency (Flanagan, 1955) or range between 10 and 30 Hz (Kewley-Port & Watson, 1994). Compared to stationary stimuli, dynamic ones are far more complex to study, because frequency and duration covary with rate of frequency change (a decrease in transition rate also results in a narrower frequency range assuming the transition duration remains fixed). Both the decrease in transition rate and the narrower frequency range result in an increase in sensitivity (i.e., smaller DLs). For these stimuli, DLs cannot be expressed as a constant, but depend on the position (initial or final) and direction (rising or falling) of the transition. In this study, DLs in endpoint frequency of tone glides were, on average, 54 Hz in initial position and 23 Hz in final position. However, DLs in endpoint frequency of dynamic speech-like formant transitions ranged between 80 Hz and 220 Hz (depending on the complexity of the stimulus) in this study (see Fig. 2.3) or between 132 Hz and 647 Hz in the study of Ainsworth (1999). Similar results were obtained in gap detection experiments. Whereas minimal detectable gaps are on the order of 5 ms for spectrally similar markers, performance decreases by approximately tenfold as the stimuli become more complex, both for acoustic (e.g., Formby, Barker, Abbey, & Raney, 1993; Formby & Forrest, 1991; Formby, Sherlock, & Li, 1998) and electrical stimulation (van Wieringen & Wouters, 1999).

A second finding is that sufficient training can improve performance markedly, even when the stimuli are complex. In this study, participants were trained for at least 2 hr prior to data collection. Compared to the data of untrained listeners of Ainsworth (1999), DLs in endpoint frequency of (approximately) the same prevocalic (CV) and postvocalic (VC) stimulus conditions were much smaller in this study, that is, 142 Hz versus 352 Hz (Ainsworth, 1999) for CV-like stimuli and, on average, 131 Hz versus 224 Hz (Ainsworth, 1999) for VC-like stimuli. Similarly, the effect of training is also demonstrated in the gap detection study using electrical stimulation mentioned previously (van Wieringen & Wouters, 1999). The exact amount of training differs among cochlear implant subjects, but once the temporal cue is detected among other potentially confounding cues (some implant patients never succeed in performing the task, and others succeed only to a limited degree), gap thresholds of complex (across-channel) configurations approach those of simple (within-channel) ones. It is suggested that the increased sensitivity may not result from increased neural interaction, but may rather arise from the individual’s ability to ignore the (confusing) perceptual differences between the pre- and postgap marker.

Although many psychoacoustic experiments have shown that DLs in endpoint frequency are generally smaller in final (VC) than in initial (CV) position (e.g., Ainsworth, 1999; Elliot, Hammer, Scholl, Carrell, & Wasowicz, 1989; Porter et al., 1991), this study also shows that the perceptual asymmetry between CV-like and VC-like transitions becomes less salient with increasing stimulus complexity. Other tests with vowel transitions have also shown that, within a certain range, delays between the onset of \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) transitions are not perceived (Ainsworth,
1995: Ainsworth & Carré, 1999). If the first and second transitions are equally long, the perceptual system requires at least a delay of 30 ms for the two sounds to be distinguishable. Greater delays are required for transitions of different durations. Analytical experiments, such as ours, illustrate that spectral cues are not very robust. Psychoacoustic cues are integrated into subsequent levels of processing and the perceptual importance for all cues may decrease for complex stimuli at higher levels of processing, not only because of the limited resolving power of the auditory system, but also because the listener has to divide his or her attention over a greater number of cues. In speech, this is compensated for by the combination of many cues and by additional stimulus properties that provide more cues for perception. Further experiments on vowel and consonant perception have shown that the perceptual cues are not only segmental, but also lie beyond the phoneme boundary (van Son & Pols, 1999).

This perceptual loss concerning details is not permanent. Listeners are able to use the (unmasked) cues by paying selective attention to them, for instance when phoneme labeling is ambiguous due to such factors as sloppy speech or non-native sounds. Considered in this way, speech perception, including the perception of highly dynamic vocalic transitions, is largely a matter of attention.
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